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Dengue is a mosquito-borne disease of growing global health
importance. Prevention efforts focus on mosquito control, with
limited success. New insights into the spatiotemporal drivers of
dengue dynamics are needed to design improved disease-prevention strategies. Given the restricted range of movement of the
primary mosquito vector, Aedes aegypti, local human movements
may be an important driver of dengue virus (DENV) ampliﬁcation
and spread. Using contact-site cluster investigations in a case-control design, we demonstrate that, at an individual level, risk for
human infection is deﬁned by visits to places where contact with
infected mosquitoes is likely, independent of distance from the
home. Our data indicate that house-to-house human movements
underlie spatial patterns of DENV incidence, causing marked heterogeneity in transmission rates. At a collective level, transmission
appears to be shaped by social connections because routine movements among the same places, such as the homes of family and
friends, are often similar for the infected individual and their contacts. Thus, routine, house-to-house human movements do play
a key role in spread of this vector-borne pathogen at ﬁne spatial
scales. This ﬁnding has important implications for dengue prevention, challenging the appropriateness of current approaches to
vector control. We argue that reexamination of existing paradigms
regarding the spatiotemporal dynamics of DENV and other vectorborne pathogens, especially the importance of human movement,
will lead to improvements in disease prevention.
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engue is a mosquito-borne viral infection prevalent in the
tropics and subtropics with an incidence and range that
have increased substantially over the last three decades (1–4).
The incidence of severe, life-threatening disease (dengue hemorrhagic fever or DHF) is also on the rise (5). Dengue virus
(DENV) is caused by any of four closely related, but antigenically distinct and genetically diverse, virus serotypes (DENV-1,
-2, -3, and -4), which are transmitted by day-biting, peridomestic
Aedes mosquitoes, primarily Aedes aegypti (6). Incompletely understood immunological interactions among serotypes that can
enhance disease severity (7–9) have hampered the development
of effective, commercially available vaccines. A recent trial of a
promising vaccine candidate demonstrated only partial (<33%)
protection (10). Effective antiviral therapeutics are also not
available. Thus, despite nearly a century of research, the only tools
presently available to combat dengue target mosquito populations,
mostly with insecticides and larval source reduction. In current
practice, these tools are most often only partially effective (11).
Although new vector control approaches are under development
(12), innovations in dengue-control approaches are constrained by
our limited understanding of virus-transmission dynamics and its
drivers. In particular, the role of human movement in DENV
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transmission is uncertain, although it could be a key driver of ﬁnescale spatiotemporal disease patterns.
Few incisive, seroepidemiological studies of dengue have been
conducted (13–15), in part, because of the difﬁculty and cost of
conducting sufﬁciently large and long-term, cohort-based studies
(16). Hence, much of what we do know about dengue is derived
from passive disease-surveillance data that do not take into account that DENV infections in endemic populations are often
asymptomatic or cause only mild disease (17, 18). This has led to
signiﬁcant uncertainty in our estimates of key factors determining
the controllability of dengue, such as the basic reproductive rate
(R0) (13). Nevertheless, it is well documented that dengue incidence and seroprevalence appear highly focal in both space
and time (19–23). Moreover, Ae. aegypti mosquitoes are highly
anthropophilic, aggregate in and around human premises, and
disperse relatively short distances (<100 m) (24–27). These epidemiological and entomological observations form the basis of
current vector control strategies, which include focal spraying in
the geographic vicinity around the home of reported dengue cases
and control of larvae developing in containers (28).
Whereas it has long been recognized that DENV dispersal is
human-mediated at broad spatial scales [i.e., between communities, regionally and globally (6)], the importance of human
movement at ﬁne spatial scales has not been well studied. By
contrast, human movement has long been recognized as a key
underlying driver in the dynamics of directly transmitted diseases,
such as measles (29, 30). Because mosquito vectors are mobile
and many bite at night (as is the case for the anopheline malaria
vectors), the prevalent assumption for vector-borne diseases has
been that local human movements play only a nominal role in
transmission (31). Dengue is one likely exception because of the
day-biting habit (32–34) and limited ﬂight range of Ae. aegypti in
comparison with the distance covered by routine human movements between houses and other mosquito-harboring sites. Recent theoretical studies (31, 35–37) argue that human-mediated
DENV dispersal should indeed be quite important for local virus
propagation. If supported empirically, this would focus more attention on human-mediated virus dispersal, with important
implications for dengue surveillance and prevention.
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Here, we present data from a large-scale, longitudinal dengue
cohort study in Iquitos, Peru, intended to measure the importance
of house-to-house human movements on DENV transmission. We
used contact tracing to identify households visited during the day by
febrile participants with a diagnosed DENV infection over the
previous 2 wk. Consenting contacts residing in houses visited by
febrile cases were diagnosed for recent DENV infection (contactsite cluster investigations; Methods). We focused on houses because
previous work by our team measured very low mosquito abundances in many nonresidential spaces in Iquitos [e.g., schools, open-air
markets, recreational areas (38)] and on visited households because
a house-based study design was logistically tractable and previous
work in Iquitos revealed that adult Ae. aegypti cluster strongly within
single houses (25). Our results show that infection risk and transmission rates are substantially elevated among households visited by DENV-infected people, pointing to a key role of human
house-to-house movement in DENV transmission. This ﬁnding
has important implications for dengue prevention and control, as
well as our understanding of vector-borne diseases in general.
Results
We report results from 54 contact-site cluster investigations over
two transmission seasons (SI Appendix, Table S1). In a case-
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control design (Methods), we compared clusters initiated by
DENV-infected participants (DENV+; 23 clusters) with others
initiated by febrile participants negative for DENV (DENV−; 25
clusters); 6 clusters were indeterminate (SI Appendix, Tables S1
and S2). A total of 906 people ≥5 y of age residing in 191 visited
houses provided blood samples for DENV diagnosis (16.8 ± 8.2
SD people per cluster; 5.0 ± 2.4 SD per house; Fig. 1 A and B
and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). Just before the start of this
study in early 2008, a new dengue serotype, DENV-4, invaded
Iquitos and became predominant for the two subsequent transmission seasons of our study (>99% of virus isolates; Fig. 1C and
SI Appendix, Table S3). Overall, 171 cluster participants were
diagnosed positive for DENV infection. We estimated that
82.4% of infections were asymptomatic in DENV+ clusters, for
a ratio of 1:4.56 apparent:inapparent infections (SI Appendix,
Results and Table S4).
Of the 54 cluster investigation index cases (SI Appendix, Table
S1), two-thirds (68%) were students, of which the majority (70%;
SI Appendix, Fig. S3) were under 22 y of age and who, on average, reported visiting 8.55 places over the prior 2 wk between
0500 and 2200 hours (best ﬁt by a negative binomial distribution, θ = 11.94). The most common type of place visited was
residential, often houses of friends or family (35.3%; SI Appendix,
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Fig. 1. Summary of cluster investigations. Geographic distribution of households participating in DENV− (A) and DENV+ (B) cluster investigations (n = 48).
Lines connect contact sites with the homes of index cases. Symbols denote the neighborhood of the index case’s home: circle, MY neighborhood; triangle, TA
neighborhood. Filled symbols indicate any house with ≥one acute DENV infection (in all cluster investigations). (C) DENV isolates by week from febrile cases
enrolled in the two study neighborhoods (green, DENV-3; black, DENV-4). The dashed vertical line indicates the beginning of the study period. Red vertical
lines indicate when city-wide insecticide fumigation campaigns were instigated by local health authorities.
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Here, pj is the proportion of all acute infections in cluster i that
occurred in house j, J is the total number of households in the
cluster investigation, n is the total number of acute infections in
the cluster, and c is a correction factor. The second item on the
right side of Eq. 1 is a penalty that increases with the ratio of
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Fig. 2. Individual movement and infection risk. (A) Distribution of the
number of houses included in each cluster. Our analysis was restricted to
individuals who reported visiting ≥one house beyond the home (SI Appendix). (B) Relationship between σi, cluster-infestation rates, and the total
number of acute infections in a cluster [binomial generalized additive
model, adjusted R2 = 76.7%; SI Appendix]. (C) Predicted risk for infection as
a function of σi (black line, no prior exposure to DENV-4 in a cluster; green
line, ≥one person with prior DENV-4 exposure). Open circles indicate DENV
diagnosis for index cases (1 = DENV+). (D) Cumulative and frequency distribution of distance to visited houses (black, all houses; red, houses with ≥one
acute DENV-4 infection). Although nearby houses were most common, most
individuals (72.2%) visited places relatively far away from their home, with
nearly half of all visited houses located >100 m away.
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houses to acute infections. Although σi correlates strongly with
the total number of infections in a cluster and with the number
of infested households (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Results), it is
a better measure of contact than either alone because the
probability that a visited household held an infective mosquito
should increase with the number of concurrent infections in the
same household. Time is ﬁnite, so visits to uninfested houses
reduce contact at infested houses. Observing no acute infections
in a cluster does not mean that the participating locations were
not infested with infected vectors but that the probability was
low. The correction term, c, allows for continuous values of
contact even in the absence of any observed acute infections (SI
Appendix, Methods).
DENV-infection risk was strongly correlated with σi (Figs. 2B
and see Fig. 4 A and B), more so than with percentage of infestation or the total number of infections in a cluster, validating
it as a measure of contact (SI Appendix, Results). Our best logistic
regression model included σi (P < 0.001) and a measure of herd
immunity among household residents [number of immune people; odds ratio (OR): 0.58; 95% conﬁdence interval (CI): 0.292–
0.953; Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Tables S5 and S6]. Other effects,
such as the neighborhood of the index case’s home and the average distance between visited houses (Fig. 2D), had little effect
on risk estimates. Alternative models including only a term for
the infection rate in the home of the index case or time in visited
houses were poorer ﬁts to the data (SI Appendix, Table S6).
Total time spent at a location was not a good predictor of infection; rather, the frequency of visitation appeared to be more
important (P < 0.05; SI Appendix, Results) (35).
DENV incidence within clusters and among households was
markedly heterogeneous and deﬁned by how houses were connected through human movement. Despite declining transmission over the two seasons associated with increasing herd
immunity (Fig. 3A) and citywide vector control efforts (Fig. 1C),
there was signiﬁcantly more transmission in DENV+ than in
DENV− clusters, as estimated by binomial regression (Fig. 3B).
Infestation rates (Methods,Data Analysis,Endpoints) were also
markedly higher for DENV+ clusters (Figs. 3C and 4 A and B).
Household attack rates showed the same pattern (Fig. 3D), with
no difference between the homes of index cases and visited
houses. Risk for infestation (≥one acute infection) was primarily
determined by association with a DENV+ index case (OR =
5.53; 95% CI: 2.4–13.7; SI Appendix, Table S12), with a weak
(and not signiﬁcant) effect of distance from the index case’s
home, which we attribute to lower infection rates in distant
locations (>2 km; OR = 0.67; 95% CI: 0.41–1.07; SI Appendix,
Table S12). The distributions of distances to all visited houses
and those with ≥1 acute infection were remarkably similar except
at long distances (>2 km; Fig. 2D). Over half of all visited houses
(56%) with DENV infections were within 100 m of the home
(Fig. 4 A and B).
Using a transmission model (SI Appendix, Methods, Transmission
Model), we found that overlap (i.e., residing in the activity space
of a DENV-infected individual) signiﬁcantly increased infection
risk. The importance of overlap was estimated by decomposing
individual infection risk into (i) a “within-cluster” risk derived
from association with the activity space of a DENV-infected
individual and (ii) a background infection risk associated with
living in Iquitos (i.e., rates measured in DENV− control clusters). The within-cluster component was highly signiﬁcant
[maximum-likelihood estimation: 0.158; 95% CI: 0.105–0.220;
Fig. 4 C and D and SI Appendix, Fig. S10 and Table S14] and
independent of distance between the home of a contact and the
home of an index case (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). Coupled with the
high rate of concurrently infected people across houses in
DENV+ clusters (SI Appendix, Fig. S8), this indicates that people’s movements do not overlap randomly. Visited houses were
often the home of relatives and friends, but houses also commonly serve as stores or workshops in Iquitos. We interviewed
a subset of participants and found that it was common for contacts to visit the same places as other contacts: in two-thirds of
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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Fig. S4). Index cases visited 3 other houses on average (range, 1–
8; Figs. 1 A and B and 2A), with this number decreasing with age
[β = −0.014; P < 0.05; Poisson generalized linear model]. People
visited houses several times during the 15-d study period (median, 4 visits) for about 1–2 h each visit (median, 90 min; SI
Appendix, Fig. S5). The houses they visited were distributed
throughout urban Iquitos, with the majority very close to the
index case’s home (52% within 100 m; Figs. 1 A and B and 2D
and SI Appendix, Figs. S4 and S6). Residents of MY visited more
houses outside their neighborhood than residents of TA. Nonresidential locations tended to be further away from the index
home than residential locations, reﬂecting the centralized locations of commercial and public places in Iquitos (SI Appendix,
Fig. S6). Generally, the movements of index cases from the two
neighborhoods overlapped in the downtown commercial area
and at a large outdoor market in the southeast corner of the city.
Because we were limited in our ability to estimate contact with
mosquitoes in terms of the actual time spent at houses in the
activity space, we developed an index, σi, to approximate virus
exposure for an individual person, i (the index case; SI Appendix,
Methods). Calculation of σi is based on the number of concurrent
acute DENV infections that occurred throughout all places recently visited by index cases (i.e., all households participating in
a cluster investigation):
"
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Fig. 3. DENV transmission in contact clusters. (A) Average prevalence of
DENV-4–neutralizing antibodies within clusters at their initiation, across
both transmission seasons (solid circle, MY neighborhood; triangle, TA
neighborhood). (B) Cluster attack rates. (C) Cluster infestation rates. (D)
Household attack rates (Methods, Data Analysis, Endpoints). In B through D,
black represents DENV− clusters, and red represents DENV+ clusters. In all
cases, the point indicates the predicted rate based on the best model selected by AICc (SI Appendix, Tables S7–S11). Error bars are ±1 SEM.

clusters, two or more interviewed contacts reported visiting the
same place routinely.
Discussion
Human house-to-house movements played a key role in deﬁning
individual infection risk, local patterns of incidence, rapid urbanwide virus spread, and heterogeneity in rates of DENV transmission
in Iquitos. Contact with other households likely to be infested with
infected mosquitoes at the time of infection was the best indicator
of risk, consistent with our model for DENV in Iquitos (31), which
was based on prior data indicating that houses are the primary point
of human exposure to mosquitoes. In other parts of the world,
relevant movements may differ depending on how and where exposure takes place [e.g., in schools (39)]. DENV transmission was
markedly higher among participants of DENV+ clusters, a pattern
that was largely independent of distance from the home of the index
case. The distribution of cases was a reﬂection of the distribution of
distances to visited houses. Transmission appeared to be driven by
collective movement patterns that were nonrandom and inﬂuenced
by social connections. Thus, human-mobility patterns on both individual and collective levels had a powerful impact on how DENV
moved through the human population.
Our results, in combination with conclusions from other
studies describing highly focal patterns of DENV transmission
around the home (<50 m) (18, 20) indicate that transmission
occurs among multiple, ﬁne-scale foci connected by the movements of infected and susceptible people. At these short distances from the home, the relative contribution of mosquitoes
versus humans to pathogen dispersal is still uncertain, but clearly
both are important.
The improved understanding of the level of human-mediated
virus dispersal that we detected has implications for improving
dengue surveillance and control. For instance, on average (accounting for participation rates), for every apparent DENV-4
infection, we would expect at least ﬁve contacts to also be acutely
infected, ∼four of whom would be inapparent infections. These
would be spread across four houses, the home of the index,
another neighboring house, and two farther away (>100 m): well
beyond the range of focal insecticide applications. Moreover,
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concurrent control clusters in the same neighborhoods indicate
that transmission was highly heterogeneous at this scale. As noted
for other targeted intervention strategies (40), use of contact
tracing to better characterize DENV transmission and to inform
focused vector control (21, 41) will depend on the methods used
and the cost of identifying transmission hot spots. In most dengue endemic areas with existing tools and resources, we expect
this to be logistically impractical. Our data highlight, however,
that conventional control misses important foci of transmission,
resulting in an ineffective allocation of resources to locations where
the risk is low. A priori knowledge about household commuting
behavior could be applied to deﬁne zones for targeted control.
Although still logistically challenging, interventions targeted at
the neighborhoods in our study could be effective, given that
most movements were contained within their boundaries. In addition to interventions targeting vectors, our ﬁndings, by better
informing the design, parameterization, and validation of transmission models, will assist in estimation of immunization thresholds and delivery strategies once an effective dengue vaccine
becomes commercial available (13). Human movement in and
out of treatment areas also needs to be accounted for during the
evaluation of novel vector control strategies, such as Wolbachiainfected, refractory Ae. aegypti (12).
Although we expect that the details of human movement and
its inﬂuence on virus transmission will vary as a function of
factors like socioeconomics, culture, geography, and population
density, there appear to be common underlying processes that
are applicable across different contexts. We expect that the importance of human movement that we observed in Iquitos will
hold in other populations and for other pathogens transmitted by
Ae. aegypti (i.e., chikungunya and yellow fever viruses) and other
day-biting mosquitoes (i.e., Aedes albopictus). This will be particularly true where the scale of human movements exceeds the
scale of vector movements (31), as is the case in large urban
centers where dengue is endemic. The possibility that individual
movements between houses are socially determined reinforces
and adds a geographic component to the notion of communities
in social networks (42, 43) and provides a different way for
thinking about how a vector-borne pathogen may spread through
a population.
Our results were statistically robust, but our study had limitations. We assessed recent movements through a self-reporting
mechanism, which is prone to recall error and potential bias. We
are conﬁdent, however, that the households that individuals
reported visiting were indeed visited because they were part of
a routine. Activity spaces were, if anything, under-sampled. We
also focused on individuals who reported visiting at least one
other household because we could only assess exposure in houses
with participants who agreed to provide blood samples. Exposure
could occur wherever infectious mosquitoes are present (44–46).
In Iquitos, people commonly visit other residences, but in other
geographic areas, people may be more or less mobile, making the
home or other locations comparatively more important for
transmission. Our DENV-4 plaque reduction neutralization test
(PRNT) had high speciﬁcity, but, as for other investigators, sensitivity was low (47). Consequently, we have conﬁdence in our
positive results, but false negative results may underestimate
seroprevalence. In addition, contact-cluster studies are logistically
complicated, resource-demanding, and ultimately dependent on
the natural dynamics of transmission, which limited our sample
size. We were able to detect variation in infection rates, however,
because the population was fully susceptible to DENV-4. Finally,
we did not determine whether all infected people in clusters
were infected with the same virus. Preliminary analyses based on
Envelope gene sequence data did not reveal signiﬁcant variation
among DENV-4 isolates. We are pursuing more extensive sequencing to more fully examine relationships among virus isolates. Despite these constraints, our data provide previously
unavailable, ﬁne-scale details on virus transmission by explicitly
accounting for human movements and infection.
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between the University of California, Davis, and the University of Illinois at
Urbana–Champaign, Emory University, and San Diego State University; and
between the Naval Medical Research Unit Six and Tulane University. The
protocol was reviewed and approved by the Loreto Regional Health Department (LRHD), which oversees health research in Iquitos. In all instances,
written consent was provided by study participants.
Study Area. Our study was conducted in Iquitos in 2008, an urban area of
∼370,000 residents accessible only by river or air travel located in the Amazon Basin of northeastern Peru (73.2°W, 3.7°S; 120 m above sea level) in
the Department of Loreto [Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática].
Iquitos has been the site of dengue research since the early 1990s with
continuous community-based, cohort research since 1999 (48, 49).

Fig. 4. DENV-infection risk among contacts. Diagrams A and B show two
clusters plotted in relative space (index house is at the center). Each segment
represents one participant, color indicates serological status (recent, elevated acute IgM; acute, virus isolation or IgM seroconversion; pre, previous
exposure). Distances on the x and y axes are the cube-root of actual distances; concentric circles around the index house demarcate different radii.
(A) DENV+ cluster (σ = 1.1). (B) DENV− cluster (σ = −0.71). Both clusters were
initiated in the same neighborhood, in the same week of the second season
of transmission. (C) Estimates of infection risk over the period of the study
based on a model assuming seasonally forced transmission (SI Appendix).
Red indicates infection probability within DENV+ activity spaces, and black
indicates infection probability within DENV− activity spaces. (D) Actual (solid
symbols) and predicted (open symbols) number of cases based on the model.
In C and D: circle, MY neighborhood; triangle, TA neighborhood.

Results from this study indicate that human movement is a key
component in determining DENV-infection risk, shaping incidence
patterns, and driving virus spread. At the individual level, the risk
for DENV infection is deﬁned by virus contact across recently
visited places that are conducive to mosquito exposure. Fine-scale
human movements, therefore, underlie patterns of infection and
result in pronounced temporal and spatial heterogeneity in dengue incidence. At a collective or population level, people who visit
the same places, where infection and transmission take place,
shape patterns of DENV transmission. In Iquitos, this translates
into movement between a person’s residence and the households
of family and friends. Given the integral role of human movement
in dengue epidemiology, disease outbreaks cannot be fully understood and the development, evaluation, and application of
novel interventions will not be optimized unless human movement is incorporated into the analyses. In addition, we emphasize
that the role of humans in the spread of other vector-borne
pathogens is likely to be more important than historically
thought because individual human movements will lead to variation in exposure. Continued, simultaneous quantiﬁcation of
human movement and infection across vector-borne disease systems will lead to an increasingly reﬁned understanding of their
dynamics and help guide prevention and control efforts.
Methods
Approval of Experiments Involving Human Subjects. The study protocol was
approved by the University of California at Davis (Protocol 2007-15244) and
Naval Medical Research Unit Six (Protocol NMRCD.2007.0007) Institutional
Review Boards (IRBs), with the latter including Peruvian representation, in
compliance with all US Federal and Peruvian regulations governing the
protection of human subjects. IRB authorization agreements were established
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Febrile Surveillance. In April 2008, active community-based surveillance was
initiated in all consenting households based on a strategy described previously (48), where study personnel visited each household a minimum of
three times per week to ask whether anyone living there had a febrile illness. When a febrile person (≥3 y old) was identiﬁed, written informed
consent was obtained from adult participants or the parents of participants
<18 y of age. Assent was obtained from participating children (3–18). Blood
was drawn at the time of case identiﬁcation (acute sample), followed by
a convalescent blood sample 14–21 d later. We offered two options for study
participation: (i) acute and convalescent blood samples with clinical evaluation by a project physician (option 1); and (ii) option 1 procedures with an
interview inquiring about the participant’s movement patterns over the
previous 15 d (option 2) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). In the latter situation, we asked
for permission to visit houses identiﬁed in the interview. These individuals,
thus, served as the “index cases” of contact-site cluster investigations.
Retrospective Movement Interviews. We developed interviews to describe the
activity space of febrile individuals, deﬁned as all locations visited between
0500 and 2200 hours in the prior 15 d when infection most likely occurred.
These were designed to be culturally sensitive and were administered by
trained, Peruvian research technicians. The interview instrument was validated with global-positioning system tracking in a separate study. Interviews
lasted ∼20 min. Households identiﬁed in interviews were located and geocoded if they were located within the Iquitos urban area. Sites outside of
Iquitos (4% of all places identiﬁed in interviews) were excluded for logistical
reasons and because risk for DENV is low in rural areas outside of the city.
Contact-Site Cluster Investigations. Our design called for balancing clusters
between those initiated by individuals diagnosed with dengue (DENV+) and
those negative for dengue (DENV−) and between the two neighborhoods.
Logistically, we were limited to two to three cluster investigations per week.
Thus, depending on our needs and the availability of options, we selected
which cluster to initiate each week (SI Appendix, Methods). All residents >5 y
of age of houses identiﬁed in interviews (contacts) were then invited to
participate by providing two blood samples 14–21 d apart for diagnosis of
acute DENV infection. Participating households were visited every other day
for the 2- to 3-wk study period to inquire about fever and other dengue
symptoms. Individuals developing a fever during a cluster investigation were
invited to participate in the study as febrile cases (option 1, above).
Sample Processing. Longitudinal blood samples were analyzed by four-dilution
PRNTs with a 70% cutoff for all four DENV serotypes (PRNT70; SI Appendix,
Methods). We estimated 99% speciﬁcity and 85% sensitivity for detecting
DENV-4 seroconversions by PRNT assay. Acute samples from febrile cases and
cluster participants were tested by RT-PCR and inoculated onto C6/36 cells for
virus isolation as described previously (50). Acute and convalescent samples
from cluster participants were assayed for virus by RT-PCE and virus isolation.
All samples were also assayed for DENV-speciﬁc IgM by antibody-capture
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Long-Term Prospective, Longitudinal Cohort. Based on differences in historical
records of DENV transmission and relative geographic independence (local
availability of services such as schools and health clinics), two previously described
neighborhoods, MY and TA (49), were selected for febrile surveillance and
longitudinal monitoring of anti–dengue virus-neutralizing antibodies. Enrollment in the study was offered to people living in all households on contiguous
blocks with an estimated population of ∼3,000 in each neighborhood between
November 2007 and May 2008 until we recruited 2,444 longitudinal participants ≥5-y old, divided evenly between the two neighborhoods. Longitudinal
participants provided blood samples at ∼6-mo intervals to test for serological
evidence of DENV infection (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

ELISA (50). Individuals opting for option 2 had their acute blood tested by RTPCR (50) for DENV within 48 h of the initial blood draw to initiate cluster
investigations.
Data Analysis. Based on serological results, contacts were classiﬁed as an
acute DENV-4 infection, a recent (within last 5 mo) DENV infection, previously
exposed to DENV-4, or negative (SI Appendix, Methods). These data were
used to tabulate attack rates at the household and cluster (all houses within
activity space of a febrile case) levels.
Endpoints. The endpoints were as follows: σi, index of potential virus exposure; “cluster attack rate,” proportion of previously susceptible contacts in
a cluster with an acute DENV infection; “cluster infestation rate,” proportion
of households with ≥one acute DENV infection; and “household attack
rate,” proportion of previously susceptible household residents with an
acute DENV infection.
Statistics. Data were ﬁt to multiple candidate models using generalized binomial linear and additive models including ﬁxed and random effects, as
deemed appropriate. Residuals were evaluated in reference to all independent variables. Models were compared and ranked using Akaike’s
information criterion with correction for small sample size (AICc) and log-
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likelihood ratio tests. All analyses were conducted in R Version 2.13. See SI
Appendix, Methods for details.
Transmission Model. We developed a seasonally forced transmission model to
estimate the additional risk for infection attributable to association with the
activity space of a DENV infected person. Brieﬂy, we partitioned infection risk
into two components: (i) a “within-cluster” risk derived from residing in the
activity space of a DENV-infected person; and (ii) a background risk associated with living in Iquitos (estimated from negative clusters). This model was
then ﬁt to the data from contact-cluster investigations using likelihood and
Bayesian approaches (see SI Appendix, Transmission Model for details).
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